NOTE: To type directly into this organizer in Google Docs, click on “File” then “Make a Copy.”

Lawrence School Grade 8 Summer Reading Graphic Organizer
Name _____________________________________
Title of your book:

Date ____________
Author:

Conflict: As you read, identify the problems or struggles in your book, and explain which characters are
involved in those conflicts.
Type of Conflict

Explain the problem.

How does it impact the characters?

Human vs. human
(ex: two people disagree)

Human vs. self
(ex:feeling guilty or
indecisive)

Human vs. society/law
(ex: someone fighting
racism)

Universal forces in conflict
(ex: good vs evil, heart vs
mind, reality v. perspective)

Choose one of the conflicts from your book and explain how it was resolved.

Explain:

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

Opinion: Were you satisfied with how the author chose to end the story in your book? Explain:

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

What is the thematic idea the author explores in your book?
The thematic idea is the abstract concept that the author examines or explores in the story of the book.
Most authors choose more than one thematic idea to think about.
Here are just a few of the many possible literary thematic ideas that often show up:
Courage

1.
2.
3.
4.

Fear

Greed/
Stereotyping

Prejudice

Self-Confidence

Coming of Age

Family

Grief/ Loss

Friendship

Perseverance/
Hope

Racial Identity

Loyalty

Relationships

Conformity/Rebellion

Gender Roles

Look at the summary and conflicts you described on the first side.
Then look at the list of thematic ideas.
Choose one thematic idea that you think the author explored.
Find quotes that show how that idea was developed through the full book.

Inference: In _________________________, _____________________________
(title of work)

(author’s name)

explores the thematic idea of ___________________________________________.
Textual Evidence that
shows this thematic idea

1.

2.

3.

Page
#

Context of the TE

Analysis: explain the connection

(who, where, when)

between this TE and the thematic
idea you chose.

